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Abstract—The emerging and widespread use of technology to support students with autism is evident by the growing number of studies investigating the use of technology-based interventions, including mobile technologies. Most of the recent research concerning the use of mobile apps has been focused on social story effectiveness. This study tried to evaluate the effectiveness of digital social stories on children with autism social skills acquisition. Three students with high functioning autism were watching for one-year social scenarios through an Android tablet solving social interaction problems. According to the results, appropriate social behaviors in children with autism could be integrated for a long time.
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1 Introduction

The launch of digital learning into teaching and training has introduced new possibilities and challenges for students with autism. Digital learning focuses on a new and more effective orientation in special education. This technology is ubiquitous, wireless, highly portable and endowed with multimedia capabilities, providing thus a new dimension to every skill teaching [1]. Especially, new technologies and interactive tools could be very effective in supporting students with educational dysfunction such as children with autism through cognitive, social and emotional methods [2].

During the last decade, the use of mobile learning technologies in autistic children’s education has been impressively increased being useful for several purposes, such as the educational environment. The technology devices have attracted the interest of
many researchers mainly due to their versatile gaming capabilities [3]. Each new version of these devices brings innovative features making them more convenient and affordable. Moreover, the students’ academic and social life has been made easier through new apps new applications that have been continually available. These benefits have prompted educators and parents to utilize these devices to promote teaching and learning. There is great potential in using mobile devices to enhance traditional learning by presenting the words and acts more interactively and effectively. As a result, the pupils are more autonomous to learn out of any time or place frame and the whole learning occurs through radical and innovative methods.

As a result, is essential to help students with autism to achieve greater autonomy so that they could independently perform day-to-day activities [5]. Digital aid and especially mobile apps enable them to live independently. So, this should be the purpose of an educational environment: activities should encourage students to develop social skills and acquire social knowledge that will be useful during their entire life. Therefore, the design of this kind of applications which offer usability (designing easy-to-use applications, ensuring that users can interact with them and understanding both the tasks to be accomplished, and also the response of the system), flexibility (allowing educators to customize and adapt application contents according to both user and educational contexts) and mobility (mobile devices have become a very useful support in constructing learning applications because they provide the opportunity to use them in several places within the school) may be really useful for students with many difficulties such as children with autism[6].

Children with autism are a special group of users where a special application design is needed. Children with autism have limitations in the perception of the normal world, being deprived of social relationships; have difficulties in concentrating on individual stimulus and lack organizational skills [7]. Typically, these children have also special educational needs, and standard training methods and systems need to be adapted accordingly to their difficulties. Therefore, mobile apps are some of the preferred and affordable technologies for these children. Although it is a relatively new direction in computer technology, the large use of modern mobile technologies, such as tablets and smartphones, in the daily lives of people with autism [8], they quickly learn to use them for fun, communication, and training. Mobile applications are very helpful for children with autism since they can be used as a communication tool in everyday activities. Its’ features include flexible multimedia content and storage, portability, mobility, and affordability. The touch screen interface makes more appealing and simpler to use, particularly for those who have weak motor skills. Last but not least, practical communication solutions are provided to children with autism ensuring effective interaction not only in school but also in another social context. The flexibility and the advanced capabilities of mobile technology bring new opportunities for further research in the area of computer-based intervention for children with autism. Several anecdotal reports give an early indication of the immense possibilities of how these devices could play a significant role in enhancing the quality of life for children with autism and their families [9].
2 Autism and Social Deficit

Difficulties in social adaptation and conciliation with the environment are basic characteristics of autism. An additional difficulty of an autistic child could be the undesirable behavior using to communicate and express their needs [10]. Autism is defined as a diffuse developmental disorder consisting of one or more difficulties, including deficit in various areas such as communication skills and social interaction [7]. The precise definition of social skills of children with autism is difficult to be defined due to the different types of functionality. The “Trinity of Wing Disorders” is the three main features of the disorder that identify people with autism. Specifically, the deficit in mutual social interaction reduced skills in verbal and non-verbal communication and imagination and a small variety of activities and interests [11]. Notably, the characteristics of the disorder related to social behavior and communication are the weakness of social responsiveness and the lack of empathy. People with autism are experiencing a deficit in the ability to perceive the feelings and thoughts of others, so they are not able to understand and analyze how people react around them and interact with their environment effectively. Often students with autism show indifference to the social environment and do not search for communication in their social context [12]. It is perceived by research findings that children with autism have difficulties in learning social rules, social conventions and behaviors in contrast to their peers. These difficulties can cause problems in social interaction, social participation, learning, and mental health. Problems in these areas will lead to problems such as high levels of anxiety and inappropriate or aggressive behavior [13].

Various educational interventions and methods have been designed aiming to develop the social skills of students with autism. The implementation of the appropriate method is determined by the needs and abilities of each student [14].

3 Social Stories

Social Stories for children with autism are structured in a specific way in which is objectively described the person, the ability, the factor the social environment. It is crucial to be understood the way that the child with autism understands the social circumstance in such a social story. The majority of social stories are written by teachers and parents and their purpose is to perform relevant information such as "where" and "when, "who takes part", "what exactly is happening", and "why" [15]. Social stories describe in detail and with clarity social messages of a particular situation from the point of view of the child with autism and suggest appropriate responses aiming to support the child to improve his behavior. A social story is the simplified description of a particular situation experienced or implicated by the child with autism, written through the child’s eye, deriving from its experience [16]. It is considered that a social story, provides information, appropriate support, guidance, and reward to the person with autism and his/her environment. It is also believed that because of social stories may unwanted behaviors be reduced [17].
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The aim of social stories is the student with autism to develop appropriate behaviors. The teaching of social understanding and the pursuit of the description of each social circumstance must be achieved without directing and forcing the individual to adopt specific behavior [18]. The structure and content of social stories are inherent in the skills of students with autism as they are brief and comprehensive, optical and illustrated, permanent and adjustable for each child and any context [19]. The support provided by social stories is directly related to the way they are written and their purpose in each different case. Generally, social stories aim to provide the necessary information by visualizing, do not rely on interpersonal contact, provide incentives to express the desired behavior, give confirmation, and offer positive feedback to a student with autism [20].

Undoubtedly, the main purpose of a social story is the teaching of social rules and norms. For this reason, the creator of each social story must provide accurate information and descriptions of the situations described in the story. The second stage of writing is the collection of the necessary information coming from the analysis of the circumstances which need to be described and the context in which the story takes place. It is important that whoever wants to create a social story, through observation and recording, need to be aware of the circumstances and the general context in which the situation takes place. It is considered important to determine the place, the time, the causes, the people taking part, the reactions of the person for whom the story is created as well as to describe the desired behavior which is expected by the individual [21]. Social Stories have been designed according to a specific predetermined structure. They usually consist of two to five descriptive proposals, perspectives and/or directional propositions using direct, literal and accurate vocabulary [22]. It is important to mention that social stories have been criticized by the scientific community due to their short-term maintenance of the results [23] and because the taught behavior cannot be generalized in different environments and at different times [24].

Summarizing, each social story is created exclusively for a particular student and describes a difficult or anxious situation for the child. Before designing and composing each story, the careful assessment of the circumstances, the occasions and the causes of the anxiety of the person have been completed. The evaluation also helps to ensure that the story is adapted to the linguistic and knowledge level of the student. It is important to be presented in the first person with the verbs in the present or future tenses [25].

During the last decade, a new learning approach through social stories emerged in international literature. Digital social stories combine social stories with the effectiveness of information and communication technologies (ICTs) and have introduced new paths to help students with autism and especially in social skills [20].

4 The Methodology of Our Research

4.1 Purpose of our research

Our study aimed to investigate whether digital social stories enable and encourage children with autism appropriate social behaviors in situations in which they are facing management difficulties.

4.2 Main research question

The main research question that we were concerned about was the evaluation of the effectiveness of the use of digital social stories and, in particular, the generalization of the desirable behaviors of students with autism.

4.3 Data collection

An intervention was developed based on an application for Android tablets that presents interactive social scenarios with friends. An educational evaluation tool was created for the assessment of social skills based on TEACCH's method (Treatment and Education of Autism and related Children Communication Handicapped) [26],[27],[28].

4.4 Participants

Participants were selected from 30 high functioning autistic children attending 10 neighboring schools in the Athens area. Because this study concerned the implementation of a specific intervention program, the final sample had to meet certain criteria as to have above average IQ and can handle an app on the tablet. Therefore, in the final group of participants, three students were selected boys aged 12, 13 and 14 years old.

4.5 Procedure

Each participant was given an Android tablet with interactive social scenarios through which they could overcome their social difficulties. Children with autism used the application from September of 2017 to June of 2018. The educational assessment tool for children with autism in social skills was granted by the researchers in three sessions.

5 Results

Initial assessment - September 2017
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Intermediate assessment - January 2018
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Final assessment - June 2018
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6 Conclusion-Discussion

The purpose of the current research was to evaluate the effects of digital social stories via an Android tablet, on the social skills acquisition of students with autism and especially in their relationships with friends. As it is mentioned above, technology can help students with autism overcome social difficulties. It is notable that ICT can expand opportunities for social interactions. The enthusiasm surrounding the use of new technologies (smartphones and tablets) to support children with autism may be due to the affinity of these children exhibit for such devices [29]. Well-designed applications offer consistent and clearly defined tasks and visually cued instructions instead of complicated verbal instructions, which may cause several misunderstandings [30]. Social scenarios on an application for Android tablets is an instructional technique that involves a student watching a video of a model (e.g., a peer or adult) engaging in specific behaviors or skills, with the student later performing the same skill [31]. In addition, recent research has identified that students with autism only demonstrate signs can’t skill acquisition not only when these are taught using mobile technologies, but also if instructions are given through such devices [32].

Social stories have the potential to apply to a range of social contexts, like managing a difficult situation or acquiring a new skill. However, there is a limited number of studies that provide generalized behavioral data as social stories are not intended to enhance and develop skills but to reduce the occurrence of undesirable and problematic behaviors [33]. The generalization of ensuring the desirable behavior of a student with autism is the main purpose. The intervention provided needs to occur for a long period...
of time, the application of the method has to be applied in different environments, irrelevant from the treatment sessions, in everyday spontaneous situations. It is obvious that such an intervention could be provided by digital social stories [34].

Mobile applications have been used in many types of research to collect data and apply special educational interventions [35],[36]. In this research social appropriate behavior has been generalized for a long time, September to June using an application for Android tablets. A number of appropriate social behaviors with which children with autism could cope could be noticed. It is notable that in the majority of circumstances, in the first assessments high rates of observed appropriate social behaviors were guided by the adults. However, these rates in the final assessments have been limited and the students were found to be capable of reacting properly on their own to several social situations.

The current findings can be used to suggest that social scenarios via an iPad tablet could be an effective option for educators and parents implementing interventions to improve the social performance of students with autism in daily life. Specifically, digital educational intervention allows participants to independently access to technology and prompt themselves through the completion of functional social behaviors without adults’ assistance.

The results of our research have been particularly encouraging as it is clear from the three evaluations that the social skills of the children involved improved significantly. Improvement was achieved through the implementation of a specific intervention program that included the social skills education of students through social stories using an application tablet. The children have gradually been able to generalize behaviors and become self-sufficient. That gradual improvement observed over a whole school year has shown that to have more results such application we need to have enough time especially when it comes to children with autism. In conclusion, it has been shown that new technology application is very critical and practical for children with autism as they can be used as a communication and education tool.
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